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Abstract 
The standard state space solutions to the H, control prob- 
lem for linear time invariant systems are generalized to nonlin- 
ear timeinvariant systems. A class of nonlinear H,-controllers 
are parametrized as nonlinear fractional transformations on con- 
tractive, stable free nonlinear parameters. As in the linear case, 
the H, control problem is solved by its reduction to state feed- 
back and output injection problems, together with a separation 
argument. The sufficient conditionsfor %,-control problem to be 
solved are also derived with this machinery. The solvability for 
nonlinear %,-control problem requires positive definite solutions 
to two parallel decoupled Hamilton-Jacobi inequalities and these 
two solutions satisfy an additional coupling condition. An illustra- 
tive example, which deals with a pwive plant, is given at the end. 
This paper is a condensed version of [ll). 
1 Introduction 
Linear 71, control theory has been a very popular research area 
since it was originally formulated by Zames (cf. [2, 5, 41) . The 
simplicity of the characterization of state space 'Hoo-control the- 
ory together with its clear connections with traditional methods 
in optimal control [4] have stimulated several attempts to gener- 
alize the linear H, results in state space to nonlinear systems 
[15, 8, 1, 111. We will use the accepted but unfortunate misnomer 
"nonlinear H," to describe this research direction, which will be 
pursued further in this paper. 
Basically, in the nonlinear generalizations, the necessary or suf- 
ficient conditions for the the '&.-control problem to be solvable 
are characterized in terms of some Hamilton-Jacobi equations or 
inequalities [ l l ,  10, 15, 8, 1, 6, 161. In (151, van der Scliaft showed 
that a sufficient condition for the state feedback H,-control prob- 
lem to be solvable is that the corresponding HJI has a positive 
solution: Isidori and Astolfi showed that the solution to the output 
feedback H,-control problem requires the existence of positive def- 
inite solutions of two coupled HJIs 18, 61. Ball, Helton and Walker 
derived some necessary conditions for a stronger output 'feedback 
H,-control problem to be solvable [l]; these conditions are that 
two HJIs have positive solutions and the solutions are coupled 10- 
cally; they confirmed the separation principle for the nonlinear 
H,-control system. Van der Schaft and Isidori also considered 
the same necessity aspect and derived similar results [16, 71. Some 
other extensions and alternative approaches for the H,-control 
problems are reported in [16, 10, 121. 
Our goal in this paper is to systematically examine the nonlin- 
ear output feedback H,-control problem in state space and ob- 
tain an H, controller parametrization. Both plant and controllers 
are nonlinear time-invariant and realized as (control) input-dine 
state-spaceequations. We deal with this %,-controlproblemusing 
similar techniques in the linear case [4]. The H, control problem 
is solved by its reduction to state feedback and output injection 
problems, together with a separation argument. Sflcient condi- 
tions for the output feedback '&,-control problem to be locally 
solvable are also derived using this machinery. The solvability of 
the X,-control problem requires the positive dehrlite solutions to 
two parallel decoupled HJIs and these two solutions satisfy an ad- 
ditional condition. A class of H,-controllers are parametrized as a 
nonlinear fractional transformation on contractive, stable free non- 
linear operators. In each case, the stability of the resulting closed 
loop system is confirmed via the use of the stability theorem of 
hierarchical systems [17]. Any concept or result in this paper is 
local unless otherwise noted. 
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, snme barkground 
material related to the &-gains is given, the H,-control problem 
is stated. In section 3, some tools are provided, the H,-control 
problem for some systems with special structures are considered; 
the solvability conditions or controller parametrizations are given. 
In section 4, the main results of this paper, solutions to the out- 
put feedback H,-control problem, are given; the solvability of this 
problem requires the coupled positive definite solutions to two de- 
coupled HJIs; a class of H,-controllers are parametrized. As an 
illustrative example, the H, control design for a passive system is 
conducted. 
R is the 
set of real numbers, R+ := [O,co) C R. R" is n-dimensional 
real Euclidean space: if U E R", then 1! t~11 is Euclidean norm of 
U. Rnxm is the set of real n x m matrices; if A E Rnxm,  then 
AT E Rmxn is the transpose of A. By P > 0 (P 2 0 )  for some ma- 
trix P = PT c Rnxn we mean that the matrix is (semi-)positive 
definite. A function is said to be of class Ck if it is continuously 
differentiable IC times: so CO stands for the class of continuous func- 
tions. 11.11 stands for the Enclidean norm. E?, := {z E RnI l l~ l l  <
r ,  for some integer n > 0 ) ;  we shall not specify the dimension of the 
environmental space, and always use the same r to denote its radius 
without confusion. Lz [0, TI, tz [O,co) are two standard Lebesgue 
Spaces: t;[O,co) is the extended space of Cz[O,co). R(G, li) r e p  
resents fractional transformation of operator G on operator K ;  
C ( M l , M 2 )  stands for the Redheffer product of operators MI 
and hfz (see [13, 111 for exact definitions). 
2 &-Gains and Nonlinear ')t,-Control Problems 
The following conventions are made in this paper. 
hi this section, some backgroundmaterial about &-gain analysis 
of nonlinear systems is provided. The reader is referred to (18, 15, 
111 for more details. 
2.1 &-Gains of Nonlinear Systems 
Consider the following input-affine nonlinear time-invariant 
(NLTI) system: 
k = f(I) + g(z )w 
z = h ( ~ )  + k ( i ) w  G : (  
Where I E Rn is state vector, w E RP and z E Rq are input and 
output vectors, respectively. We will assume f, g, h, k E C O ,  and 
f(0) = O , h ( O )  = 0. Therefore, 0 E R" is the equilibrium of the 
system with w = 0. The state transition function 4 : R+ x R" x 
RP -* Rn is so defined that I = ~ ( T , I o ,  w * )  means that system G 
evolves from initial state IO to state I in time T under the control 
action w * .  
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Deflnition 2.1 (i) A ryrtcm G (or [f(x),g(x)]) ir reachable 
jwm 0 if for all x E E", t h e n  ezirt T E R+ and w'(t) E C2[O,a 
rueh that x = +(T, 0, WO); 
(ii) A #t8te9?8 C (or [h(r), f(s)]) U (zero-rtate) detectable 
i f f o t  all I E E", h(d(t,c,O)) = 0 3 +(t,r,O)+O ar t+m; 
if ia (zero-rtatc) observable if for all z E E", h(+(t ,s,O)) = 
0 j 4(t,t,O) = 0 for all t E E+. 
Note that in the above definition, we take the i&ialstate x(0) = 
0. In the following d i d o n ,  we only consider the ecue 7 = 1 
without loa  of generality. It b been ahown [18] that the system 
has &gain I 1 if and only if there exists a positive V : R"+a+ 
with V(0) = 0 such that the following inequality holdr, 
V(x) - V(Z0) s (Ilw(t)l12 - Il~(~)lli)dt (2.1) 1' 
where t = +(T,Eo, w(t ) )  and w(t )  E La[O,T], and 
Va(x) := mP - ~ w ( l c ( t ) I f  - I I4 t ) l l i )d t .  (2.2) 
w ~ ~ a [ % w ) . r ( 0 ) = s  
is well defined; moreover, Va(.) is also a solution to (2.1), and the 
solutions to (2.1) form a convex set, and any solution V(E) 2 0 for 
x E E* with V(0) = 0 natisRea V(r) 2 Va(r). If V : En+R is of 
dscu C1, define 
BV 
n ( v , 4  := ,t(x)(f(.) - 9(2)R"(.)kT(E)h(t))+ 
We have the following m d t ,  which is pretty standard and who& 
proof is given in [Is, 111. 
Theorem 2.1 Conrider G with R(t)  := Z - k T ( z ) k ( z )  > 0 for 
a11 x E R", Va and V are defined by (8.8) and (S.1). 
i) G har &-gain 5 1 and Va(x) with Va(0) = 0 b of clam C' 
if and only if f l c  Hamilton-Jacobi equation (HJE) R(V',x) = 0 
holdr; 
ii) G l o r  &-gain 3 1 and V(z) wiih V(0) = 0 i. of darn C' 
ij and only if the Hamilton-Jacobi inequality (HJI) 'H(V,z) 5 0 
bold#. 
Recall that V : R"-4t+ is locallypositive-definiteif there exists 
r > 0 such that for x E &, V(t) = O+z = 0; it is globally positive- 
definite if V(x) = OJx = 0, and U--= V(E) = 00. 
To close this subsection, we denote 30  as the class of all input 
&e NLTI systeau which are srymptoticdly stable with zero in- 
put and related HJI hsa a positive definite solution. 
2.2 'H,-Control Problem Statement 
lem is depicted (U follows 
The feedback anfiguration for the &,-control syntheri. prob- 
wham G io the nonlinear plant with two sets of inputs: the exoge- 
noun disturbance inputs w and the control inputs U, and two sets 
of outputs: the measured outputs y and the regulated outputs z. 
And K in  the controller to be designed. Both G and K are nonlin- 
ear time-invariant and can be realized as control-affine state-space 
qU8tiOM: 
i. = f(r) .t Sl(t)W + g2(x)u 
I = hi(z) + kii(x)w + k12(t)u 
y = hi(=) + IFH(z)w + kii(2)u 
.;( 
when f , # i , h i , k i j  E C2 and f(0) = O,h1(0) = O,h2(0) = 0; E, W, 
U, a, and y are assumed to have dimensions n, PI, m, q l ,  and (12, 
respectively. 
K:{ = + b(G)v 
U = c(x) + d(G)y 
with a, b, c, d E C2 and o(0) = 0, c ( 0 )  = 0. 
The initial states for both plant and controller are z(0) = 0 
and 3(0) = 0. The claoed loop system cap be denoted as nonlinear 
operator n(G, K) which is the fractional transformationof G on K. 
We shall consider the following output feedback (OF) W,-control 
problem. 
Roo-Control Problem: Find a output feedback controller K 
(or a controllers) if any, such that the closed-loop system 
O(G, K) io asymptotically stable with w = 0 and has &-gain 5 1, 
for all T E R+. 
The following ansumptions on system structure are made: 
[All: kll ( r )  = 0, k22 (2) = 0; 
It is noted that, if the 'Hw-cont&l problem is considered, then 
many nonlinear sylltemr CM be trannforzncd into the systems with 
the above structural constraints as in the linear case 114, 41). 
3 Tools for ?&,-Control Synthesis 
The OF N,-control problem is solved by its reduction into some 
simpler subproblems: state feedback and output ir&xtion. In this 
e t i o n ,  we will consider t h e  problems to develop the necessary 
tools. 
9.1 Full Information Problem 
The full information (FI) structure. is as follows, 
The assumptions relevant to FI problem arc inherited from OF 
[AZ]: k z ( r )  [ h(4 k12(~) ] = [ 0 
[A4]: [hl (E), f ( ~ ) ]  is zero-state detectable. 
The FI &,-control problem was lint explicitly introduced and 
solved by Van der -aft [lS] (sec also Isidori [SI). The solutions 
to H,-control problem are related to the following HJI: 
StNCtW, i.e., 
I 1; 
The following theorem reveals a property related t,o HJT (3.1). 
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Theorem 3.1 HFr(V,+) 5 0 has a c3 solution v(z) with 
V ( 0 )  = 0 if and onlq if there is  F(z) such that 
+ (hl(z) + kla(~)F(z) )~(h l (z )  + kiz(z)F(z)) 5 0. (3.2) 
Moreover, if V(z) satisfies H F r ( V , z )  5 0 with V(0)  = 0, then 
F ( z )  can be taken as F'(z) := - igz (z )g (z ) .  
A proof of the above theorem is given in [ll, 151. A solution to 
FI 'Hm-control problem in terms of statefeedbeck are restated as 
following theorem (see also [Xi, 6, 81). 
Theorem 3.2 Consider G F I .  Suppose there exists C3 positive 
definite function v(z) 2 0 such that N F I ( V , z )  5 0, with V ( 0 )  = 0. 
Then the ?&-control problem f o r  FI  is soluabh. Moreover, such a 
state feedback FIHoD-controller i s  given by U = - i g z ( z ) g ( x ) .  
The reader is referred to 181 for one treatment of full information Therefore. .. 
Hm-controller parametrization. 
3.2 Full Control Problem 
The full control (FC) structure is defined as 
&) I - IlYl12 - llzl12 + llwl12 I - 1 1 ~ 1 1 2  + 11412 I (3.6) i = m + gl(z)w + 
Y = h 2 ( 4  + k21(z)w if U is such that [ 0 2 h T ( ~ )  ] U  + 
2hr(z)y = 0, but it is guaranteed by taking the controller as the 
given "output injection" U(.) = [ L o t )  ] y, where Lo(.) is such 
that E(z)Lo(z )  = -2h$(z). It follows that 
I ] U  = 0 and [ %(E) 
GFC : I = hi(+) + { 
The assumptions are as follows, 
[A5]: [h2(z) ,  f(z)] is zero-state detectable. 
The doability of FC Hoo-control problem is also related to a 
HJI: 
for all T 2 0. This confirmed the &-gain I 1 by the given output 
injection. 
Next, consider the stability. Since U ( z )  is positive definite by 
assumption, it can be used as a Lyapunov function. Let w = 0, 
(3.6) implies 
O ( 4  I - I lW12 - llh2(~(t))l12 I 0. 
SO o(z) = 0 +- h 2 ( ~ ( t ) )  = 0 .  z(t ) -+O a~ t-+w by as- 
sumption [A5]. LaSalle's Theorem implies a? = f (+) + Lo(r)hz(z) 
is asymptotically stable. 0 
Let Li(z) be such that g ( z ) L l ( z )  = - 2 h T ( t ) .  Take ul = 
Lo(z)y + Li(z)uz, then 
aU 
&")U' + 2hT(z)u2 + 2hT(z)y = 0. 
Therefore, (3.5) implies 
Let u2 = Qy with Q E 3 G  (so u1 = Lo(.z)y+ L2(r )Qy  then), Q 
The proof of the preceding theorem is given in [Ill. The following 
theory provides a output injection solution to the FC ?&-control can be assumed to have the following redzatlon 
problem. 
T- 
Theorem 3.4 Suppose t h e n  ezists a C3 positive definife function 
U ( z )  such that H~c(u,z )  5 0. If g(x)Lo(z) = -2hT(z) holds 
f o r  some C2 Lo(x), then the FC ' H w - c o n t d  problem is  solvable. 
Moreover, such a controller is given b y  "output injection"u(z) = 
Then there exists u ~ ( € )  2 O positive definite such that 
OQ(0 I llYl12 - llu2112 
and 
W ( z , < )  2 0 is positive definite, and 
= a(<) is asymptoticdly stable. 
Define W ( S , € )  = U ( z )  U Q ( € )  for (z,€) E It" x Rn, then 
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W ( X , € )  = i r ( 4  + &(€I I llwl12 - 1 1 ~ 1 1 2  ' 
Therefore, 
~ T ( l l w l 1 2  - l1412)dt 2 W ( Z ( T ) , € ( T ) )  2 0- 
for all T 2 0. 
Thus, we motivated the characterization of a class of controllers 
1111. 
Theorem 3.5 The assumptions are the same a8 i n  the last Theo- 
rem. If in addition, U i s  such that HFC(U, X )  is  negaiive definite, 
and L ~ ( z )  also satisfies % ( z ) L i ( x )  = - 2 h T ( s ) ,  then 
f o r  all Q E 39 also solves the FC Hm-control problem. 
3.3 Output Estimation Problem 
to the following structure called output estimation (OE), 
{ y = h 2 ( ~ )  + k 2 1 ( ~ ) ~  
In this subsection, we considera special OF Hm-control problem 
x = f ( Z )  + S l ( X ) W  + go(r )u  
GOB : P = h l ( ~ )  + U 
The assumptions for this structure are 
[AS]: [ h z ( x ) ,  f ( x ) ]  is (locally) zero-state detectable. 
Note that for linear system, OE and FC structure are equiv- 
alent in the sense that there is some system POE such that 
GFC = C(COE,POE); therefore, the OE %,-control controllers 
can be constructedin terms of FC H,-control controllers: KOE = 
O(POE,KFC),  since ~ ( G o E ~ K o E )  = ~(GoE,Q(PoE,KFc)) = 
SI(C(COE,POE),KFC) = ~(GFc,KFc) (See [4,9] for more die 
cussion about this). In the following we use the similar idea to 
construct the OE 'H,-controUem. But the stability issue is not as 
trivial as in the linear case. The reader is referred to [ll] for the 
asymptotic stability issue which is skipped here. 
Theorem 3.0 Consider GOE,  suppose there ezirts a c3 positive 
definite solution U ( x )  t o  HJZ: R F C ( U , X )  5 0, with U(0)  = 0; 
and U ( x )  makes the Hessian mat& o j H F c ( U , z )  with respect t o  
x E EL" be negative definite at 0. If@ L o ( z )  satisfies 
au 
- ( x ) L o ( x )  = -2hZ(Z) ,  
EJX 
then there is a confroller which makes the closed loop system have 
&-gain 5 1; and such a controller i s  given b y  
Lemma 3.7 Suppose the positive definite U ( x )  2 0 is such that 
? I F c ( ~ , x )  is  negative definite. Let x ,Z  be staler of syrfems GOE 
and K O E ,  e = 5 - I .  Define 
with LO(%) defined as in previous Theorem. Then for all ( x , Z )  E 
& wiih some r > 0, n,(e,a) 0. Moreover, there e2&s .-(e) 
(locally) positive definite such that H.(e,Z) + m(e)  I 0. 
Theorem 3.8 Under the a s ~ r m p t i o n  of the previous Theorem, i j  
in  addiiion, L l ( x )  is arch that % ( Z ) L I ( X )  = - 2 h r ( x ) ,  then the 
controller U = S I (  MOE, Q ) y  with MOE given by 
5 = f(Z) - g o ( 4 h 1 ( Z )  + Lo(E)hz(5 - Y )  + (92(3.) + Ll(5))UO 
U = -h1(%)+uo { *  YO = h 2 ( 4  - Y 
for all Q E 3 G  aLo makes the closed loop system (locally) has 
&-gain I 1. 
Proof 
realization. 
Consider SI(GOE,SI (MOE,Q) )  for Q E FG which has following 
i = a(€) + b(€)yo { U0 = e(€) 
And UQ is a solution to the HJI with respect to Q with state €, 
The similar argument shows that there exists r > 0 ,  for 
then OQ(€) I llar0llz - ll.011~. 
(z,Z,€) E Br, 
s llWllZ - llZllZ - IlYOllZ + lluollZ - 4 e )  
+ U€) L - llzllz + llWllZ - *(e) I - 11:1IZ + llwl12 
for some locally positive definite *(e). Thus, 
Therefore, 
~ T ( I , z l 1 2  - I1412)dt L U ( 0 )  - U ( e ( T ) )  = -We(T)) 5 0 .  
for FLU T E R+, which implies the &-gain 5 1. 0 
4 Output Feedback ?&,-Control Problems 
this problem are based on the results in the last sect ion. 
4.1 Sohitions to Output Feedhack Prohlems 
state-space equation: 
We now consider the OF H, control problem. The soliitions to 
The nonlinear time-invariant plant is realized as control-affine 
i. = f ( X )  + g l ( Z ) w  + 92fZ)U 
G:{ = h ( z )  + k12(z)u 
Y = h2(r)  + k z i ( z ) w  
where f(0) = 0, h l ( 0 )  = 0, hz (0 )  = 0; x ,  w,  U ,  Z ,  and y are assumed 
to have dimensions n, pi ,  p 2 ,  q1, and q z ,  respectively. 
The following assumptions are made: 
[ A 2 ] :  kTz(+) [  hi(^) k i 2 ( ~ )  ] = [ 0 1 1; 
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[A4]: [hl (I), f(z)] is zero-state detectable; 
[A5]: [hz ( z ) ,  f(z)] is zero-state detectable. 
The main idea of construction is to convert the general problem 
Let V ( z )  2 0 be the solution of HFI(V,x) 5 0. Define 
OF into the simpler problems which have been solved. 
and new variables r := w - Fl(z) and U := U - Fo(z). We get a 
new system 
i. = fa(z) + gl(z)r + g2(z)u 
U = ha(z) + + U  
Y = h 2 ( 4  + k21(z)r Ga:{  
where fa(.) := f(z) +gi(z)4(z),ha(z) := Fo(z). 
Lemma 4.1 Consider systems G and Ga. If the controller h'
makes R(G,, K )  have &-gain 5 1, it also results in R(G, K )  hav- 
ing &-gain 5 1. 
This lemma can be proved by conducting the completion of 
squares [ll]. Note that system Ga is of OE structure and satis- 
fies the structure assumption [A3]. 
Define 
+hT(z)ha(z) - h;(z )hz(z ) .  
Take W ( z )  = U ( z )  - V ( z )  with W(0)  = U(0)  - V ( 0 )  where 
V ( z )  2 0 is given just now. Note that 
'Ha(Wvz) = ' H F c ( ~ , ~ )  - 'HFr(V*:) = ~ - ~ F C ( U , Z )  + +(.)I 
where $(z) 2 0 is such that HFl(V,z) + +(I) = 0. Thus, 
'Ha(W,z) 5 0 if and only if ' H F c ( U , ~ )  + +(I) 5 0. Assume U ( z )  
is such that H F C ( U , ~ )  + $(I) 5 0 has a positive definite Hessian 
matrix at z = 0, then 'Ha( W, z) also has ne ative definite Hessian 
matrix at 0. Suppose Lo(z)  is such that $(~)LO(X) = -2h;(z). 
The controller K for the new OE structure given by Theorem 3.6 
is 
is such that system R(Ga, K) locally has &-gain 5 1. 
By lemma 4.1, R(G, K )  has &gain 5 1. Next, we examine the 
stability of the closed loop system R(G, K) which has the following 
realization, 
4 = f(z) + 92(z)F0(4) + 91 (.)w 
2 = fh-(5) + Lo(f)(h2{5) - h2(z)) + Lo(5)kzi(+)w 
2 = hi (z )  + kiz(z)Fo(z) 
f rr (5)  := f(5) +gi(i.)Fi(s) + g2(5)F0(3). (4.1) 
Take e = 2-2. Note that Ha(W, e)  hasnegativedefiniteHessian 
matrix as does HFC(U,  .). Using the same techniqueas in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4, it can be concluded that for some locally positive 
definite A : Rn -t Rt , such that if (z,?) E B, for some 8 > 0 
{ 
where 
W e )  5 11r1I2 - 1142 - .(e) 
Let LoF(z,e) = V ( z )  + W(e)  with e = & - I. By assumption 
V ( z )  and W ( E )  are positive definite, so is L ( z , e ) ,  and it can be 
used as a Lyapunov function. Take w = 0, 
V ( 4  5 - 1142 + 1 1 ~ 1 1 2  - 11r1I2 
toF(z,e)  = V(z)  + *(e) 5 - 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~  - .(e) 5 0. 
Then t o ~ ( ~ , e )  = 0 + t = 0 and * ( e )  = 0 + z = 0 and e = 0. 
Therefore, L O F ( I ,  e )  is locally negative definite, the closed loop 
system is locally asymptotically stable. 
Therefore, we have the following results about output 3-1,- 
control problem, 
Theorem 4.2 Consider G, if there i s  some +(z) 2 0 with +(O) = 
0 such that 
( i )  there ezists a positive definite V ( x )  which solves the HJE: 
'HFr(V,z) + +(c) = 0 with V ( 0 )  = 0. 
(i i)  ihere exists a positive definite U(x) which satisfies the HJI: 
H F C ( U , ~ )  +$(+) 5 0 with U ( 0 )  = 0.  And H F C ( U , Z )  + +(z) has 
nonsingular Hessian mat& at 0. 
(iii) U ( z )  - V(x) 2 0 is positive definite. And 
has a solution LO(..). 
solvable. Furthermore, 
Then the %,-control problem is (locally) 
i = f K ( 5 )  + LO(&)h2(5) - L o ( i ) y  
A-:{ U = Fo(5) 
i s  such a controller. 
Note that. H,-controllers have separation structures. The sepa- 
ration principle for the %,-performance in nonlinear system was 
first confirmed by Ball-Helton-Walker[l] (see also lsidori [SI). Simi- 
lar arguments to Theorems 3.8 and 4.2 can be also used to examine 
the controller parametrization. 
Theorem 4.3 Consider a system G satisfying the condition in 
Theorem 5.1. If in addition Ll(z) satisfies 
then the controller U = R ( M , Q ) y  with M given b y  
it = f r m  - LO(3Y + (L72(?)+Ll(Z))% 
U = Fo(5) + U0 
{ *  YO = h 2 ( 4  - Y 
for all Q E 3 G  also (locally) solves OF H,-control problem. 
Proof 
By lemma 4.1 and theorem 3.8 it follows that the closed loop 
system R(G,K) with K = R ( M , Q )  has the &-gain 5 1. Now 
it is sufficient to consider the stability issue. Suppose Q has the 
following realization 
€ = a(€) + W ) Y O  { U0 = c(€) 
and UQ(<) is such that ir,(<) 5 llu011~ - Ilyol12. Take w = 0, the 
closed loop system has following hierarchical structure, 
i. = f(z) + s2(z)(F0(3) + 40) 
€ = a(€) + b(E) (h2 (5 )  - h2(.)) { 32. = fIi(5) + ~50(5)(h2(2) - h 2 ( z ) )  + (92(5) + LI(?))c(<) 
Let V, W : Rn-R+ positive definite be defined as in the preceding 
discussion. Denote e = Z - I. Similar arguments to theorems 3.8 
and 4.2 show that 
W e )  I 11r1I2 - 11412 - IlY0ll2 + Iluoll - 4 e )  
for some positive definite T : R"+R+. Define L o ~ ( z , e , < )  := 
V ( z )  + W(e) + UQ(<) as the Lyapunov function of the closed loop 
system, then toF(z,e ,<)  5 - 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~  - .(e). Now t O F ( e , < )  = 0 
+ * ( e )  = 0 and 1 1 ~ 1 1  = 0, so e = 0 and t = 0; the latter implies 
F(t)-+O as t+co by [A4]; on the other hand if e = 0,z = 0, then 
< = a(<), which is asymptotically stable and t ( t ) - O  as t-tno. The 
interconnected (e ,  e) is locally asymptotically stable by 1,aSalle's 





This example is basically taken from [3]. The block diagram is 
I I 
Where P is the nonlinear plant; K is the controller to be designed 
such that the output z1 is regulated; y is the measured output, 
based on which the control action U is produced, q is the distur- 
bance from the actuator; and w1 is the noise from the -. The 
control problem is to design the controller K such that the in- 
fluence of the n o b  w1 and UQ on the regulated output z1 can be 
reduced to the minimal with the reasonable effort (control action 
should not be too large). Let r 2 0, the &-control problem in 
this setting can be formulated as: Given y > 0, find a controller K 
such that 
~ ' ( I l z ~ l I ~  + rIlul12)dt 5 (IlwiI12 + Ilwl12)dt,VT E Et I' 
I y = x + w 1  
I' llZl1l2 d t  5 4 ~ T ( l l w l  112 + IIw1112)&~ E a+ 
In this example, the plant has the following realisation: 
i. = e'(W + U) 
21 = x + w1 
We will consider two casea. In both cases, dnce the stability of 
the resulting closed loop systems can be easily checked by using the 
corresponding Theorems, we just consider the H,-perlorm~as. 
Case I: r = O  
such that: 
Consider the control problem that a controller K is designed 
where 70 = 1/(1- c) for some 0 < e < 1. 
Take w := [ ] and z := (1 - t)zl, the system can be trans- 
formed into a new system as follows (see [14]). 
i . =  [ O  e ' ] w  + UN 
z = p x  
I t - d  { YN = *= + [ l  O I W  
with UN := e'u and YN = 4-y. Now the system has a 
output-injection structure. 
Consider the HJI with respect to this structure: 
A class of positive solutions ~ ( x )  satisfy g ( x )  = 2pe-*z for o 5 
p 5 1. Take p = 1, then L(z) = -& satisfies 
@U 22 
-(t)L(x) = - 
a x  d" 
It follows that the controller is 
UN = L ( x ) ~ N  =-e' * J G y  = -ef@ 4- 
or the output-injection can be recovered as U = -y. Note that it 
is independent of c. 
This 'H, controller is identity (A' = -1). Actually, we have 
following general result which is proved in [3]. 
Theorem 4.4 Conrider the jedback syrfcm a8 ahown. Suppose 
iAc plani P witA the mme dimeuionsl input and output vectors i s  
puaive, and K I - I ,  ihcn 
1' II.1II'dt I ~ = ( l l w l l ~  + I l S l l ' ) d ~ * ~  E R+ 
~ = ~ l l a l l '  + Ildl)dt I 4  6' 
Case 11: t = 1 
such that: 
Conrider the control problem that a controller K is designed 
(11~1112 + I l ~ l 1 2 ) ~ t l ~  E n+.
U&g the rimilar manipulation in Cue I, it can he verified by 
theorem 4.2 that if = fi/(l- e) for dl 0 < c < 1 then the 
output feedbdt~~-controlproblem havesolution. So the optimal 
?lo<&. 
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